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About This Game

Welcome to Final Approach: Pilot Edition

Two Games for the Price of One- Final Approach: Pilot Edition includes a copy of the original Final Approach for Tracked
Motion Controllers. If you already purchased the original Final Approach, check your library for your free copy of Final

Approach: Pilot Edition

Time To Earn Your Wings
For players without VR Tracked Controllers, you now can play in the World of Final Approach! Take a seat, grab your

gamepad, and seize control of the skies as you pilot an F16 through combat missions, navigate a commercial jet low on fuel
through crowded airspace, or even fly a vintage Spitfire through dangerous terrains and obstacles, all from a "chase camera"

point of view. Feel the wind rush at you with the roar of the engine and the push of the g-force. Use zoom points throughout the
game to scale down to real world size, where you fight roaring fires, repair aircraft, fire the guns and missile launchers of

battleships, take over baggage handling and solve challenging puzzles. Enabled for use with a gamepad controller, YOU the
player pilot the aircraft through the world from this new and exciting perspective for an action-packed flying adventure. Get

ready to perform incredible aerial feats, navigate dangerous terrain, and engage in full aerial combat to protect the world from
the Alien Invasion.

Welcome to Final Approach: Pilot Edition!
NOTE: This is a seated VR game that requires a gamepad. Tracked game controllers are not supported in this version. Tracked

controllers only work in the original Final Approach title.
The game play is from a "chase camera" point of view with more arcade style"Star Fox" game controls. You get to fly behind

the aircraft, but not inside the cockpit.
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Sense of Scale
Take in the incredible sense of scale as you soar over beautiful environments. Grab control of aircraft from the pilot’s seat as

you balance between multiple challenges, piloting aircraft through the skies with urgent missions on the ground. The sky is full
of aircraft of every kind, from F16s to Blackhawk Helicopters, WW2 Spitfires and barnstorming bi-wings. Airplanes on fire,
commuter aircraft full of passengers low on fuel, mid-air collisions, emergency rescues, and military exercises all need your

immediate attention!
Use zoom points throughout the game to scale down to real world size, where you fight roaring fires, repair aircraft, fire the

guns and missile launchers of battleships, take over baggage handling and solve puzzles as you make your way through the game.

Gameplay
•6-8 hours of gameplay with 15 increasingly difficult levels across 4 beautifully-constructed stages: Parrot Island, Metro

Airport, Metro City, and Midway. Follow the Story Mode or challenge yourself in Free-Play Mode
•Piloting aircraft: In Pilot Edition, players fly aircraft through the virtual reality world with a gamepad controller. Experience all

of the action of Final Approach from a new perspective while flying planes!
•Sense of scale: Balance duties in the skies as a pilot with challenges on the ground through the use of zoom points!

•Aircraft include: F-16 and F18 fighter jets, DCA-717s, A320 Commercial Jets, Messerschmitts, Spitfires, B2 Stealth Bombers,
B17s, Predator Drones, Heli UH 60 Gunners, HH65C Dauphins, Sikorsky Ch-54s, HH-60 Blackhawks and so much more!
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Title: Final Approach: Pilot Edition
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Phaser Lock Interactive
Publisher:
Phaser Lock Interactive
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: VR ONLY

English,French,Italian,German
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very simlier to the final approach vive game but just doesn't have anything on it as you dont have 2 hands, your hands are
basically were you look lol just look at were you want to use the hose or air horn and press a button on a xbox control, got really
board after 1 mission. Was really hoping that you would be able to be in the actual plane in first person when flying but nope
thats just thrid person :( i didnt get to were you start throwing there suitcases in the right containers was fun with vive as you
actually have to physically pick up and throw them but i can imagen for oculus you just press A,B,Y,X YAWN!. Motion
Sickness 101. Great demonstration of how to cause motion sickness.. As too often mentioned: The weird camera paths make it
unplayable.
Why can't the camera just lock on the plane?!
It even sometimes feels a bit nauseating when the camera "loses tracking" and everything moves in an unexpected way.
Flying (""""landing"""") the barely controllable arcade planes is no fun at all.
I got the game for free since I bought Final Approach (which is A LOT better). If I had bought it for the asked price of
23\u20ac o_O, I'd just ask for a refund.

This whole thing has just quickly been made to serve the Rift users with their Xbox controllers...

Had the game installed for a while now, but never launched it, I knew from the beginning I wasn't going to like it...

I wonder if mouse&keyboard is possible, perhaps going to try it one day.. So much fun! Simple to grasp but the fun little
challenges get tougher as you go. I'm using a WMR headset with a PS3 controller and it works great.. I had hoped the view was
more first person but this is still a bit of fun if you want a sit down. Slower pace of play to the stand up room scale game..
Nausea!! I don't get it often with VR but this game did it.. Good addition to an already great game.

To me this feels like the Final Approach: Rift Edition. You sit and use a controller instead. Not that its a bad thing but, FOR
ME, VR sickness slowly creeps in because of it. The developer has done what they can to mitigate the issue and in small doses
the experience is fun.

For those unfortunate enough to be experiencing VR with a Rift and control pad this a purchase you should be consider. When
and if you buy the Touch controllers you'll be able to experience the game as it was originally developed if they are supported
down the line.
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I enjoyed the gameplay of this game. It is an interesting idea that might need a little tweaking to make perfect but I think it is
definitely worth picking up. If nothing else it will help you work on your multitasking skills.. Seeing other reviews I see I'm an
exception, but honestly I liked the Pilot Edition more than the standard one. I bought Final Approach just when launched, at the
very early days of Vive avaliability, and yes it was cool but wasn't very impressed of the gameplay itself. The game suffered also
of awful performances with lot of missed frames, and I refunded.

I'm back today after more than a year, with the Pilot Edition (than include also the standard, if you buy this one you'll get both).
I tried the classic version again, the graphics is way more detailed and super smooth, they made an exceptional work in
optimizations but still I don't find particulary fun or compelling the gameplay. With my surprise, the Pilot Edition instead fit
way more my taste.

Where those games are almost identical in contents, the classic version use full roomscale, handtracking and is based on drawing
paths in the air: let's say than is closer to play with toys on a tabletop airport. The Pilot Edition instead is a seated + pad
experience, something less interesting in theory, but well... now you pilot airplanes with a sweet third person view! It's like a
Pilotwings kind of game mixed with managerial elements. Birds and fires are still present, but their weight is reduced, and this
also is a good news being both actions repetitive and annoying to perform.

I realize than the classical Final Approach was (and still is) a more peculiar and roomscale oriented project, but the Pilot Edition
as pure videogame is a better product.

. Got Pilot Edition free as part of a package. The Final Approach game is really fun, but the Pilot Edition made me really sick. I
haven't played it since.. get the standard edition. Pilot edition is very disappointing, no cockpit or first person view, makes you
feel quite sick. The main game is worth getting though. You will WANT to use an Xbox controller for this. A flight stick
crossed my mind but I'm not sure if that's possible.

I played a good amount of Final Approach. I liked it.
Then I tried Pilot Edition. WHOA I love this.

I asked my G\/F if she's ever played any flight games (like HAWX) and she said NO. (only flying in GTA) So she tried Pilot
Edition. She crashed her planes... alot. But she stuck with it! Now she reeeally likes this game.

HIGHLY recommended.. First of all, a tip to all the folks having problems with "pilot edition" and camera tracking: I find it
very unfair to downvote here! The game was originally the "still standing" version where you draw lines with your touch
controller. Now, people who wanted to actually fly them things (and have actual VR legs) got the awesome "Pilot Edition" for
free, and all the others complain and downvote this game. Guys, that's life. If you get sick, play the standard edition. Don't
downvote for free addons that you don't like. You are teaching game developers here the very wrong story. They will nerf their
stuff even further, if they learn they will get downvoted for "non comfort"-features.

As a real tip: Don't sit at a table. Take your (hopefully) wireless controller and a rotating chair, and follow the planes by turning
the chair. Nausea gone.

No to my review: I bought this game at the '17 summer sale for 3,74\u20ac, and for that price it's an awesome fun to play. For
the full price (currently 14,99\u20ac) maybe I wouldn't recommend it, not sure. But, considering the fact that you get two
different versions (the norrmal edition, where you draw paths for the airplanes with your touch controller, and the more
awesome Pilot Edition, where you fly with your game controller), it shouldn't be too expensive then either.

The game gives you a "toy version" of airfields, where you move around, start and land airplanes. There are some mini-games
and some dogfighting against UFOs. It's great fun for some hours, and I like the toy-like plastic look and the variety of planes.

If you get it on sale, it's a must have. For the full price, still not bad if you like this kind of games.
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